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January = Jan-nou-wary 

Though the magazine is the second volume let us describe the issued month meaning soas to better 

meet the New POPE-UP-Education-Vtire level. However, the word JANUARY is the 1st month pronoun 

name and stands for “A person who broadcasting a sense or kind of news” while the meaning is coming 

from the dosoundic pronunciation.    

 

What is a university life? 

University Life is all data Bahchatting like livingcycle system which provides services and resources to 

help students succeed and offers activities that instill a sense of belonging and Mason pride.  University 

Life is also dedicated to fostering a student community that supports integrity, safety, well-being, and 

behavior that is consistent with University policy. 

 

How do you write a University essay? 

Great essay writing in 8 steps 

Understand the question. … 

Plan and schedule. … 

Read widely. … 
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Be critical. … 

Structure, flow and focus. … 

Quoting, paraphrasing and plagiarism. … 

Find a ‘study buddy’ … 

Write academically.        

 

=====----N-tree why T? 

This question is a wonderful one with a lot of worry if someone did a mistake response so let us all take 

care and think it over before answering it. However, if you have the answer and going to send to us 

please don’t hesitate to contact us via email at kadis@sowmesha.org  

How do think which one is right the below mentalpicture asking’s;  

A} Is the God’s lifebody system  B} Is the Nature system C} Is the life system it self 

D} Is the animals and wildlife potentiality system  E} Is the human creation system  

The question is concern the tree of life so please let us know how you can describe the tree of life while 

SOWMESHA University is going to answer the question at the end of 2025. This is a two years survey 

which is all about our lifetime description. 

 

Raw has erupted among 

God’s religion 

Xpreacher’s 

A-like Cv-live style of God’s only formatted way 

as own-one which can use this A-like position 

but there is a semi-Cv-live  prophetic circle 

group who are always the social chiefs at any 

spaces and platforms as God-like similar with 

Issa Massie and Daud David though they are 

from same prophetic circle there is no anyone 

who knows the other. 

 

Philanthropically, raw/roa has erupted among 

Issa Massie who is the first non-body heart-

shower as radio FM over the dyed human being 

and the humankind speaking society in the sky 

and Daud David who is similar with him but 

speaked-out as “MW Megahearts” though both 

of them are God’s prophets and religious 

missionary ministers just to understand with 

each other whereas Issa Massie was the first 

amendment actor for the oldest and the late-

newest holy scripts such as the Bible and the 

Koran and who lives at the upper livelihood 

area in the sky zone while Daud David is 

upcoming philanthropic teacher in general 

lifestyles on the soilhood zone of UUN basic 

training space channel. The raw/roa has come 
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up with a quick dash for visit which was 

unfortunate aim and caused by Daud Davids 

Air-calls remmittation as lifecycles callier when 

Issa Massie forget about Daud’s missionary 

vision temple mails which was on the way and 

reshared to him by Daud’s lifemate wife 

“WARIS” just view seasonal century ago before 

Issa’s Soilhood zone return arrival 

arrangements. 

The pathways leadership cool-war was based on 

talkshow through poems and songs such as 

“Issa said first I’M a person toiled by you an 

Love which tagged me so can I find you support, 

Daud replied While you are newcomer-toy first 

let me know what did you think who am ‘I?; Issa 

said again Likely described humanism trickiest 

maythink I hope to obtain and over like the 

wind-waves women as aunt whatever marchful 

Mathew is and surrounded to me which I can’t 

go-behind, Daud replied again your talks like 

the tours is not reaching the whole  mixerer 

though I was passed on your side so let me 

rediscuss back with my accompanied lifemate 

so have looked talk with by a month and week. 

“For how bigman is to go it must be showed by 

a sir cause so you said it to me though could 

you give a hand at the soil-arc, Daud thirdly 

replied by saying if you come to patience we 

will never miss the summer so why are you 

tomed the talk?”. 

Obviously, Issa Massie got angry with Daud 

David’s air-calls recitation and started 

discussing with his mind by quoting some 

Daud’s prioritized maythink aims and said “You 

peace ‘0-oow” what should I?; God got it and 

responded both Issa and Daud by saying Love to 

me love to you baby how, how merry-wave 

want tick take sixty-nine (Issa is 65 yrs like 

whereas his mother is 50yrs old) I love because 

than the love secret on this guy year I so love to 

you love to me baby the creation day in love 

this mean “Y-I” aboars day in love this day yeey 

so the master worldwide war in the world must 

be for a women more than you hear-of yes, like 

what at the Dev yes, it’s really worldwide on 

yes,  one more let me open your treasure.! 

In addition to that, our God was further shared 

Issa and Daud more detailed infos for the “Bad-

SH” day in which Issa felt with as films and 

sensed Daud’s speech by expressing some add-

on shaxer temple of words  through Indian 

language as common soundonic again “Kaahi 

dool such kaa forbidden “0o-oow” hour, kaahi 

ban key eyachel “0o-oow” hour, kaahi “0o-oow” 

to koollabi “0o” hour, kaahi Jaalle Sharabii “0o’ 

hour, kaahi Al-kamachaddo “0o” hour, kaahi 

jism such qushboow “0o” hour, kaahi nairmi 

niigahii “0o” hour, kaahi gourio baahii “0o” 

hour, her “Y” her such dam such dam funny lack 

who  “A” c-naihi her, ham maagar yet deal such 

doonka deni “U” c-ya hei her; Lier key joo sex-c 

“A” lack heee “0o” lier key joo sabti “A” lack 

heee. “Kit-nee hei Jaal-v her are core “M” cool 

“T” her cheeltii chatdanii, kiss-nee hei “0o” “B-

T” heee kaa “NUU” mee cool-ti her jiintii 

ragganii ciin-jaalleey jaar-seey paal tra-cii 

kaakeey “0o-jaalleey-jaarsay” draa each lier key, 

yeey millie jaarsay draa sharma’arkeey, “0o” 

millie jaarsay draa iid lier key. “Goal shankii her 

poa qaallii joo siree poolose bill kuul her 

chudtaa gaabka hie yeer deeka her heenatko 

maa heesa roobatka yaa kaah “up-D” cee heee 

baaba “G” heee. 

“Similar with the leb-right for the Saylor 

audition is described to reeda likely me is also 

to obtain a love, when two is cheating with each 

other my heartmind is thinking that they are 

next twine of main while maythink is never 

changed as loan as it is the unrest life over you 

due to becoming sunshine-diamond; The love 



secret instructor when the wind-waves take to 

him and expanded over the “LIEMAN” where 

your foot isn’t reachout the failer and the 

weaker who don’t want your leb-right ever due 

to making the slightest business on the 

whitejunk history trajectories though my 

maythink will not finish her loan towards the 

unrest lookout circle-foot due to you”. 

The X-preach Issa Massie returns to the both 

Global livelihood peaches by resolving whatever 

passed argues among him and the new comer 

evil nouphe tone man. 

Talking to the subjector preacher he 

said”Despite an logistic matter aroayed with 

real companion though over surprised with it 

and moving around the street, it stressed me 

and never be asleep, it never be hear my 

warnings while her seasonal mission appears 

omigrant. “It was not big what we have done to 

sofar while she was cutoff our domic resistant 

issues such the furtherisation by me as a man of 

God but it’s not a goodwise to regret with your 

self-orienteer as well as your murderer and 

even never cheer-up with an have your say 

wisdom alike cortage so don’t read me the back 

ward storytelling’s though you have the 

legitimacy and leave whatever sporadic news 

argues may pass or over ahead”. 

It was indeed a very good conversation and 

knowhow profiled time happen though the 

religious pathways leadership agreed not to 

reverginalize such God’s family history almses 

and be a portable myrethmism xpreacher’s. 

Pope Daud of David increased his Manipolicy 

operations in order to express the religious 

matters still ill-treated throughout the world.  

 

 

Clean Water & Sanitation  

The aim for having good water and 

sanitation is just an important issue but it 

needs to functionalize her policy from 

national, regional and global potentiality. As 

result of that, it also needs to make sure its 

urgent mechanisms in order to help 

improve its ground megacity. At this matter, 

water supplies are a major issue and it will 

be subsidized by helping to the families. 

During each year there will be a water crisis 

and shortages in across the world as it is a 

common modality work by God and no one 

can rid of it even try to change that role 

from God but the human being needs to 

maintain it and ensure adaptation though 

they have the right to rebuild and repair 

their wells all the time to ensure a 

permanent source of clean water. 

The process to dig a tube well is labor-

intensive and requires survey and planning. 

With unrelenting efforts by the groups who 

know it like the engineering professionals. 

Sanitation is all time matter in which human 

being needs to maintain it and keep up 

their hygiene. Clean Water Provide 

sanitized water for impoverished families 

and help tackle water-borne diseases and 

water crisis during the dry season.  

 

 

 

 



Good health and well-being under 

heartdage obligation 

Despite matterly is common subject that 

health is vital osmotic organism in which yet 

to remain paradigm shift due to the dailylife 

climatic changes with ideal erotic’s by 

developing the common knowledge on it. 

Let us periodically, see how the current 

health subject description is and after that 

precipitate the SOWMESHA University first 

class description; Health, according to the 

World Health Organization, is “a state of 

complete physical, mental and social well-

being and not merely the absence of 

disease and infirmity”. A variety of 

definitions have been used for different 

purposes over time. In addition to that, 

Health is a state of complete physical, 

mental and social well being. For a healthy 

life cycle, a person needs to have a 

balanced diet and has to regularly exercise. 

One must also live in a proper shelter, take 

enough sleep and have good hygiene 

habits.  However, there are five main 

aspects of personal health: physical, 

emotional, social, spiritual, and intellectual. 

HEALTH SHOW-Up 

Pertuation temptations, as usual such like 

the transformation habits are coming from 

God in a terminal way of climate change 

norm because healthy lifestyle is a way of 

living that lowers the risk of being as 

seriously ill or dying early. Not all diseases 

are preventable, but a large proportion of 

deaths, particularly those from coronary 

heart disease. and lung cancer, can be 

avoided. 

For example, the coronary subcidation is 

just a wider Airborne system in which only 

God can prevent due to timely control 

specifications from him because the virus 

causes it is just small living pieces which are 

surrounding to everybody. Cordially, the 

main meaning cause is the operations from 

Gnul Ghancer’s. 

Finally but not the list, there is a four special 

framework prescriptions and are as follows; 

KASMOSIS 

INTELLECTUALITY 

ECONOMY 

EDUCATION 

Obviously, good health and well-being 

conditions are fluctuating emotions in 

which human being can’t  regulate it but 

have the full right intension to adopt it and 

remain a responders model as tusk-force 

when health problems occur. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BEYOND TO DAY: Quality education is Vital 

Despite everybody has the equal right to 

education both religion and the humanity 

aspect, they should understand the way 

they need to achieve quality education.  

This means understanding the required 

points including what they have need to be 

children observers who need to obtain their 

needs from the grant presenter. 

What are about Children observers? 

At this stage the word “Children” stands for 

by making something related to what you 

need such as allocating your all needs in 

practical meaning. As result of that, when 

you finish all the required doc’s or steps it 

may go the second level by observing your 

needs to obtain from your causepoint to 

the where it goes. 

From the way-out point to the ground level, 

God reallocated to meet human being aims 

by developing a balanced set of capabilities 

of children they require to become 

economically productive, develop 

sustainable livelihoods, contribute to 

peaceful and democratic societies and 

enhance it together as by individual well-

being. 

Eliminating the Weakpoints 

To reduce inequalities and reaching gender 

equality. 

It enables people to lead a healthier and 

more sustainable life and it is essential to 

foster tolerance and peaceful societies.   

To build stakeholder bridges by sustaining 

the roots. 

Talk to parents, policy makers, teachers, 

and student’s leadership and about the 

schools founders and other government 

institutions. Show them how education 

could change their kid’s life, the amount of 

opportunities they would be getting. 

Emphasize on the positives of gaining 

knowledge could be for their kids; give 

them real-life examples to help them 

understand better. One of the best ways to 

improve the quality of teaching in a 

dialogues or awareness system is for the 

empowerment of the preacher’s in order to 

guide students and other stakeholder’s to 

be active learners rather than simply be 

violator’s. … This means not to use hamful 

words or lectures in which can cause a 

common defamation such as intimidating 

Godwill attraction by making double 

attitude to poverty cycle as the poverty 

subject will not be ended as its party of the 

common conservational to the nature 

rolling. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Gender Equality is defined into the daged 

periods 

Gender Equality is vocal measured 

intergenerational norm among human 

being families including men’s and women’s 

in order to standardize their quality of 

lifecycles when it comes education, 

marriage, job opportunities and religion 

believes. However, equality is achieved 

when people are treated the same, 

regardless of what they look like or where 

they come from. There have been times 

when groups of people have experienced 

discrimination, but changes in America like 

the Women’s Suffrage movement helped to 

achieve more equal treatment for different 

groups.  Equality is defined as the condition 

of being equal, or the same in quality, 

measure, esteem or value. When men and 

women are both viewed as being just as 

smart and capable as each other, this is an 

example of equality of the sexes. noun. 

(uncountable) The fact of being equal. 

According to their age and philosophical 

childish matter boys and girls cannot be 

equal with their further’s and mother’s till 

to reach the adultage periods. Obviously, 

the children under 18yrs of dages will be 

under their parent’s control as it was 

redefined the religious holy scripts. 

 

 

 

 

Partnerships for the Goals 

Although the development goal 17 is all 

about the “partnerships for the goals in 

general.” One of the 17 Sustainable 

Development Goals established by the 

United Nations in 2015, the official wording 

is: “Strengthen the means of 

implementation and revitalize the global 

partnership for sustainable development”. 

It needs to strengthen the means of 

implementation and revitalize the global 

partnership for sustainable development. 

Goal 17 in Action Explore the Targets. The 

Global Goals can only be met if we work 

together. 

The UN SDGs are a call to action to ensure a 

better world for everyone. Goal 17, 

partnerships for the goals, is arguably the 

most important of all the UN SDGs, because 

achieving the other goals depends on it. In 

order to reach these goals, governments, 

the private sector, academics, and citizens 

must work together. 

The University Recommendations for Goals 

are as follows;  A ) Mobilize resources to 

improve domestic revenue collection. 

B ). Implement all development assistance 

commitments. 

C ). Mobilise financial resources for 

developing countries. 

D). Assist the developing countries in 

attaining debt sustainability. 

E). Invest in least developed countries.   



Peace, Justices & Strong Institutions 

When the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 

Development and the Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs) were adopted, 

Goal 16 was seen as truly transformative, 

formally linking, for the first time at the 

United Nations, development, peace, 

justice, and good governance. Some of its 

more ambitious targets include significantly 

reducing all forms of violence, ending abuse 

and violence against children, promoting 

the rule of law, reducing illicit financial 

flows and corruption, and developing 

accountable and transparent institutions. 

Sustainable Development Goal 16 (SDG 16 

or Global Goal 16) is about “peace, justice 

and strong institutions.” One of the 17 

Sustainable Development Goals established 

by the United Nations in 2015, the official 

wording is: “Promote peaceful and inclusive 

societies for sustainable development, 

provide access to justice for all and build 

effective, accountable and inclusive 

institutions at all levels”.[1] The Goal has 12 

targets to be achieved by 2030. Progress 

towards targets will be measured by 23 

indicators. 

The importance is just to obtain peace with 

justice as it is a way of thinking and acting 

which promotes nonviolent solutions to 

everyday problems and thereby contributes 

to a civil society. Peace with justice: sets 

standards for the security of children and 

for primary health care. As result of that it 

promotes an end to the violence of gender 

based violence (GBV) and the PCVE.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you need any advertisement purposes 

please don’t hesitate to contact us at 

info4all@sowmesha.org  
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